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Over 8 years of strong experience in Software Design, Development, Analysis, 
Testing with Data mart, Data Warehouse, Data modeling, Stored Procedure/TSQL 
coding and Business Intelligence tools. Expert in MS SQL Server suite of products like
SSRS, SSAS and SSIS of MS SQL Server 2005. Highly Proficient in the use of T-SQL for 
developing complex Stored Procedures, Triggers, Functions, views and Indexes.

EXPERIENCE

Junior Sql Server Developer I
ABC Corporation - MAY 2008 – APRIL 2010

 Installed and configured SQL Server 2005 successfully on Windows 
Server 2003.

 Created other database objects like tables, views, Stored Procedures, 
User Defined Functions, Triggers and indexes.

 Error handling using Try-Catch Block.
 Developed Database Triggers to enforce Data integrity and additional 

Referential Integrity.
 Maintained the physical database by monitoring performance, 

integrity and optimize SQL queries for maximum efficiency using SQL 
Profiler.

 Maintained the table performance by following the tuning tips like 
normalization, creating indexes and collect statistics.

 Automated Stored Procedures to load data into staging and 
production environments in a timely manner using SQL Server Agent.

Junior Sql Server Developer 
Delta Corporation - 2003 – 2008

 Design, create, maintain and manage Enterprise Data Warehouses 
(EDW), data marts, Operational Data Stores (ODS) Extract Transform 
Load (ETL) solutions, XML, indexes, T-SQL and data manipulation 
scripts, stored procedures, views, functions, reports and forms.

 Apply DoD data standards to all software applications and database 
data elements, ensuring logical data models are fully attributed, 
normalized, and included in a data dictionary.

 Create data dictionaries for all database efforts that include the 
following information for each functional data element the logical 
data element name, its definition that describes the meaning and the 
context of the data element in the system, the domain of the data 
element (the allowable values), the data type, length, and unit of 
measure.

 Assist in developing SOF Enterprise metadata standards and 
document all meta tags, where applicable, in an XML Schema (XSD 
file) and post to the Metadata Registry after being vetted through a 
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configuration management process.
 Provide consulting services and technical support for database 

creation, modification, testing, administration, monitoring, tuning, 
backup, and recovery.

 Ensure maximum use of SQL Server Integration Services (SSIS) and 
SQL Server reporting Services (SSRS) for the integration and delivery 
of information.

 This is Dummy Description data, Replace with job description relevant
to your current role.

EDUCATION

 Bachelor of Technology in Technology - (JNT University)

SKILLS

Management, Organizing.
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